Career Guidance Cell

The aim of Career Guidance Cell is to instil knowledge, skill and awareness amongst the students of the College about the latest trends in education and career. Our college has provided ample opportunities for its pupils to explore new avenues in career in the field of Science, Arts, Commerce, Social Sciences and Agriculture. In this session, various Career Oriented Companies and Agencies organized sessions, seminars and workshops in the college to make our students well equipped to deal with the challenges of the outside world. The students in the Colleges are kept in the safe haven and care of their family, teachers and administrators. The students are embellished and polished in the classes so that they could come out as complete beings ready to take on the world.

Career Guidance Cell is like a beacon in the lighthouse of college which steers the rudderless boat of the students towards the target. It is with this aim that the cell invited Resource Persons to share their expert opinions on Career Prospects in various streams. The Cell organizes special Orientation Courses for various students from introductory session for the new recruits to Advanced and specialized knowledge about particular subjects for the outgoing students. There are over 1000 career related books in the library to make the students aware about their career opportunities. Interview skills have become a very important part of career education. The cell organizes specialized interview skill sessions for the students. The Guidance cell also trains students for competitions like CSAT/PCS/UCE/Bank P.O./SSB. The cell functions under Director Prof. Sawant Singh Manto.